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HIDE-LITE
18-36x50
Compact spotting scope
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Lightweight and compact
18-36x zoom, 50mm objective
High resolution
Fully Multicoated
Fully waterproof
Stay on case included
Compact lightweight tripod included
UK finished and tested,
30 year guarantee

New for 2007
The Optical Hardware Hide-lite compact spotting
scope now includes a water resistant stay-on case
as standard.
This incredible small spotting scope has a fully
waterproof body, high resolution multicoated optics
and an 18x-36x zoom eyepiece all as standard.
It is even supplied with a compact lightweight
tripod.
The Hide-lite offers superb performance but at a
very affordable price
- it’s the scope to carry everywhere !

Strap included

Top opening to allow
focus wheel to be
easily accessed

Inner sleeve can be closed
and tightened for the worst
of weather

ST-5 Tripod included

drop down eypiece cover
stays on

Guide retail price, UK

£ 129

Underside opening allows
tripod to be fitted
Available from :

drop down front stays on
If no local stockist is shown, please visit
www .opticalhardware.co.uk /Dealers.htm or phone 01226 203275

Hide-lite is manufactured and distributed by Optical Hardware Ltd
OPTICAL HARDWARE, Mount Osborne , Oakwell View, Barnsley S71 1HH. Tel : 01226 203275 Email : info@opticalhardware.co.uk Web : www.opticalhardware.co.uk
All offers are subject to availability. Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. All offers made, orders accepted and goods supplied are subject to Optical Hardware terms and conditions of trading .
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Lightweight Scope and Tripod

* 50mm
objective lense
* 18-36x zoom magnification
* Fully Multicoated
* Rugged construction, rubber armour
* Waterproof, nitrogen filled

Lightweight scope and
ultra light weight tripod combination
The ultimate carry-to-hide instrument

* Rubber eye cup

Optical Hardware Hide-lite telescope and tripod

* High resolution

The Hide-lite is a high quality and very rugged
compact telescope combined with an
ultra light weight tripod.

* 30 year guarantee

High resolution prism and full multicoating for
ultra clear and colour corrected viewing.
Focusiing is fast and positive,
a 45 degree eyepiece makes the
viewing system incredibly comfortable.
The Hide-lite telescope is fully waterproof
with a nitrogen filled body.
In extremes of temperature and wet conditions the
optic system will not fog, making rapid use possible.

* Fast focussing

* Cases for scope
and tripod included

Guide retail price
including VAT

Hide-lite
18-36x50
scope and tripod

£

129.00

The eyepiece features a zoom from 18x to 36x we suggest use at around 25x for birdwatching,
however, the ability to zoom up to 36x is great
for viewing details.

Complete with cases
for both the scope and tripod

The Hide-lite tripod can be used as a table top,
or extended to around 120cm,
ideal for use while seated.

Birdwatching and general observation
where ruggedness of construction and waterproofing
is essential in a compact design.

Even if you already have an expensive telescope
this is a must have item - carry it with you
and never miss a spotting opportunity.

Always carry it with you

Uses

Optical Hardware 30 year guarantee
size approx 170mm x 75mm x 320mm
weight : 700g

Optical Hardware Ltd
Unit 30, Mount Osborne, Oakwell Veiw, Barnsley S71 1HH
Tel : 01226 203275 Fax: 01226 732977
All offers made and goods supplied are subject to acceptance of Optical Hardware terms and conditions of trading. O&O.E.
Prices and specifications are subject to change without notice. Your statutory rights are not affected

Contour Eyecup
for telescopes

The contour eyecup fits
inside the existing eyecup,

Fits Hide-lite, Visionary 60 / 70 series
and many other scopes

Flare on the image is often caused by light
reflecting on the eyepiece from behind – and
sometimes its not so comfortable to push your eye
right up to the eyepiece to prevent this.
The contour eyepiece is a quick and easy solution.

Guide retail price £ 7.99
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